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Add/View and Idea: Form Field Guidance Tips 
Project Title (Supplier Generated) Enter something that is in tune with the product or improvement you are aiming to have implemented. 

Image This is optional. Only add an image if it adds clarity to your idea. Upload an appropriate image of project. 

Description Provide a detailed description of the proposed change. You can attach documents at the bottom of the intake 
form. 

Supplier Change Request If a Supply Change Request (SCR) has been submitted, insert number. Do not create a SCR unless this idea has a 
direct effect on current quality. If yes, add ID# at top of attachments. 

Strategy for Improvement Select the category that best describes the improvement strategy. If none apply, select ‘other’. 

Savings Lever Select the category that best describes the savings lever for your idea. 

Estimated Time to Complete in Weeks Enter the number of weeks you estimate it will take you to implement project. 

Total Investment Provide the investment required to complete project in USD. 

Tooling lead in Weeks If tooling or machinery is needed indicate number of weeks needed for it to be operational. 

Total Savings in USD Use the savings number generated in the Part Savings Breakdown Sheet in USD. 

Have you uploaded Parts Breakdown 
Sheet 

This is a reminder for you to upload this file in the bottom attachments section of the form. 

Medtronic Business line Impacted If you know the Medtronic finished product(s) insert description(s) here. 

Associated Medtronic Facility(s) Select the facility(s) you are delivering product to. Enter the primary one first. 

Medtronic Operating Unit Select one of 20 operating units. If unknown, select ‘Don’t Know’. 

Supplier Site Enter the location(s) that will be providing the savings. 

Phone Number Enter the phone number including country code of the person entering the idea. 

Street Address Street location of the site providing savings. 

Town or City Town or city of the site providing savings. 

Zip Code/ Postal Code Zip code or postal code of the site providing savings. 

Country Country of the site providing savings. 

Attachments Indicate if you are adding attachments at this time (yes/no). upload files such as the Parts Savings Breakdown 
Sheet, drawings, Step files or other relevant documents. 

 


